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S-E-C-R-E-T 

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AG.ENCY 

OFFICE OF NJ\TIONAL ESTDI~ 

8 November 1962 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR 

SUBJECT: Soviet Foreigc Policy in the \-lake of the Cuban Crisis 

1. The Cuban crisis is not yet fully resolved, ai!d ita 

further course may involve prolonged and ~evere tensionaft This 

might lead the Soviets at some po~nt to adopt a generally aggres

sive stance toward the us,. which could affect their behavior on 

other East·\-lest issues. ~verthelesa, it now seems possible to. 

gauge the general outlines of the policies which the USSR wishes 

to pursue in other matters of conte~tion, especially on the questions 

of BerUn and disarmament, in the period immediately ahead. 

2. . The course of the crisis in CUba bas undoubtedly shaken 

the confidence of the Soviet leaders. 'l'bey will. feel. o'bllged to 

reassess the validity of their own policies and Judgments about· 

their opponents. This process of reassessment will focus mainly 

on the general Soviet posture toward the West. But this in· turn 

will be influenced by 1nterDal Soviet politics, which may already 
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be. in a state or division. and confusion, and the status of Bloc re-

lations, particularly the Sino-Soviet conflict which has been notably 

worsened ~y Soviet conduct in the CUban crisiso 

3o For the immediate .future_, hmrever, extreme alterations of 

course in foreign policy seem unlikelyo Retaliation is of course 

appealing, but the mood of the us, the coalescence of support be-

hind the us, and. the temper of the uncommitted world all argue 

strongly against ito There has been no evidence of a Soviet dis

position to seek occasions for reprisals, and in fact the official 

Soviet position ..... that the outcome is a victory for the USSR 

puts a little additional weight against this response. 

4. The chances for an early move toward genuine detente seem 

even lO!ier. Soviet bargaining power is at a low ebb 1 and they would 

conclude that, when the West was und~r little pressure to make conces-

sions, general settlements could only be at the expense of Soviet in

terests in such matters as Berlin and disarmament. '!'hey will almost 

certainly w1ah1 as a general principle 1 to repair the present dis-

array and tlnd means to restore an image of strength before they 

are ready to consider any real.diplcmatic give-and-take. 
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5. Thus the likeliest immediate outlook, in our view, is tor· 

a period of reconsolidation masked by verbal activity and propagan• 

distic initiatives.. There are opportunities tor llm1ted gains 1n 

this approach, insofar as the USSR can play upon the war tears which 

heaved up du.riDg the crisis 1 and the general hopes that the super 

powers will now have to tim a more reaso~ble way to live with each 

other. The newly dramatized issue ot foreign bases will evidently be 

employed in this connection. But in general we believe that the USSR· 

will tim tJ;ds a poor time to alter i"ts positions and a good time to 

talk for talk' a · sake 1 especially on such p;dme issues as disarmament 

and Berlin. 

Disarmament 

6. There is as yet no eVidence to suggest any chaz:;ge in the 

Soviet positiori on general disarmameut, and some reason to expect 

that none will soon occtir. In the Cuban affair 1 the UESR has sought 

to avoid the pt"1nc1ple ot inspection and to insert in its place the 

principle. of verification ot completed disarmament measures, thereby 

staying in line with its stated position. The less the Soviets want 

to negotiate .seriouslY, however, the more important they find it to 

pose as the champions ot negotiations o Disarmament has always pro

vided a ready to~ tor the agi tatioml abuse ot diplomacy 1 and now 
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is a better time than most for reasons sUggested above.. Tbe foreign 

base question, the concept of the nuclear-free zone, and an attack 

upon upon US surveillance policies all might be expected to find 

coi:).Siderable resonance·. in the post-crisis period. The outlook is 

therefore for a considerably shaw of activity in this field ~hich 

is unlikely, however, to incl.ude any substantial changes ·in Soviet 

· posi tiona. 

7• A nuclear test ban, however, poses a more immediate problem 

for Soviet decisiono There is some evidence tbat prior to the Cuban 

crisis and· during it the Soviets saw this as an issue which could be 

resolved with minimum concessionso If the Soviet leaders feel that 

an early move to arrest the arms race and redu~e tensions is now 

necessary 1 they may be ~repared to g1 ve serious cons·idera.tion to 

ending tests, either in agreement with the US or under a general 

moratorillm. 

8. Eerlino One of the most notable featm-es of Soviet behavior 

during the CUban crisis was the failure to exploit the Berlin problem 

in any way against the US. The Soviets evidently regarded the Cuban 

crisis as so dangerous in i tselt that any move to broaden the con

frontation would bring intolerable risks. With the tensions over 

Cuba reduced the Soviets may believe that they can safely revive the 
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:Berlin issue. They n::ay even be: stimulated to do so by a sharpened 

appreciation of the.importance of a predominance of power·and tac

tical advantage in the immediate area of content~on, these factors 

being in their favor at Berlin as they were in the US favor over 

Cuba. MOreover, Berlin-woGld be the most meaningful area for Soviet 

action if the USSR is seeking ' a. gain to offset its defeet in Cuba. 

9· On the. other hai!d, the Soviets must recognize that the US 

has a publicly established and. much firmer commitment in :Berlin than 

the USSR had in Cubao Thus they are stlll contronted with the choice 

of risky w::d,lateral actions and umttractive negotiations.. They prob

ably believe that unilateral encroacbments would now be more dangerous 

because the us, having prevailed in C.'uba, would be encouraged to take 

stronger countermeasureso At the same time, the alternative of ne

gotiating :for a mutually acceptable compromise is perhaps more dif

ficult for the Soviets than before, because any important concessions 

would tei!d to confirm before the whole worl4 that not only in Cuba, 

but in ~her questions as well, the Soviets were acting from .wealmess. 

10. We believe that the Soviets are likely to reJect these ex

treme alterDatives, pending a ge:ceral re-evaluation of both their own 

policies and the attitude of the West. Recent public and private 

statements by Soviet officials, incltni:cg Kosygin's Bolshevik 
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Amliversary addr.ess, suggest no major initia;tive on the Berlin issue 

is contemplated at present., Aa a temporary expedient the Soviets 

may submerge the Berlin question in the broader negotiations over 

a NATO-Warsaw Pact detente,~~ thus o'!Jscuring and ratiomllziog their 
' 

refusal to take decisi•;e actiono If' they follow this llne:o the 

SoViets will probably not move toward an early agreement, until the 

general line of ~heir policies is detel"mined. 

The LongP.r Run 

11. Although the immediate Soviet reaction to the CUban affair 

may be an effort to gain time for rebuild1.ng and consol1datiDg1 the 

Cuban crisis poses insistent ques'tions about the future course of 
~ . . . 

Soviet policy., And these questions ha~~ become sharper at the very 

time when economic problems are getting harder to solve and the 

Sino-soviet breach widens. MOreover, this whole constellation of 

problems must be· faced by a leadersh1.p which !las experienced a 

serious reverse, and it is diff:l.cult to believe that this experience 

left undisturbed the structure of' that leadership and the individual 

Judgments of its members. 

12. These cons1.del·at1ons suggest that 1963 could be a year 

of unusual importance in the·evolution of' Soviet·po~cy making. 
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Ar3uments can be constructed for substantial and even fUE!damental 

changes, and while the arguments themselves point in different 

directions, each of them constitutE!s a stronger case than could 

be made a year ago. We should not expect a smooth and massive 

shift. onto a new tack; contradictions seem much mo:r.e _likely. But 

the contmd1ct1cms may well be more acute 1 the policy fl11ctuat1ons 

wider 1 and the 1mpllcat1ons for the liS more· far-:r.eacb:!.ng than we 

have become accustomed to 1n the years Of "peaceful coe:;:istence." 
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